TO: All Presidents of Recognized Social Greek Letter Fraternities and Sororities on the NJIT Campus

FROM: Thea Schoenberg, Assistant Director for Greek Life and Wellness
       Donna Minnich-Spuhler, Director of the Campus Center

CC: All National Headquarters Representatives
    All NJIT Campus Center Professional Staff Members
    All Chapter Alumni Board Representatives
    All NJIT affiliated Chapter Advisors

DATE: September 21, 2010
RE: Recognition Policy for Social Greek Letter Fraternities and Sororities

This is official correspondence from the Office of Greek Life and Campus Center stating the recognition policy for all Greek Letter Social Fraternities and Sororities.

Recognition of fraternities and sororities is solely at the discretion of New Jersey Institute of Technology.

To be recognized, a fraternity or sorority must be affiliated, and be in good standing with, a national or international fraternity or sorority, unless they are a local organization that has been grandfathered into the community which are the following two organizations: Sigma Psi Kappa Sorority and Kappa Xi Kappa Fraternity. Once one of the aforementioned local organizations loose recognition on the NJIT campus, they will no longer be grandfathered in and will not be able to return to campus.

All recognized fraternities and sororities must be chartered at NJIT and the membership must be exclusive to students of NJIT unless specified in the previously existing Charter prior to 2010.

Current fraternities and sororities operating as "Metro" or "city-wide" on the NJIT campus will make the transition to an NJIT only charter with membership exclusive to NJIT students by the start of the fall semester 2011 Semester or loose University recognition and privileges. If a Chapter should close due to this reason, any members currently associated with a Chapter of this nature that are still enrolled on the NJIT campus will be considered alumni on this campus but will be able to remain active members off campus.